Rainbow Gaming Keyboard and Mouse Combo, MFTEK Wired RGB
Backlit Gaming Keyboard and 4 Color Lighted Gaming Mouse Set
with Mouse Pad for Computer PC Gamer Laptop Work Review-2021

RGB Keyboard and Mouse Combo: MFTEK computer gaming keyboard set includes: Rainbow
backlit 104 keys keyboard, solid ABS construction, UV coated and double shot injection mold
keycaps that it wonâ€™t worn or fade. 4 Color adjustable LED backlit gaming mouse and Large
gaming mouse pad.
Rainbow Gaming Keyboard: Multi Color RGB backlit gaming keyboard, you can easy turn on/ off
rainbow backlit by pressing light button. The Rainbow Backlight can illuminate the letters through the
keys, which make it easier for You to type in a dark room. Ergonomic designed keyboard with 104
keys, 19 keys without conflict, 12 multimedia keys. Non-slip adjustable rear feet to provides best
comfortable typing angle.
Light Up Gaming Mouse: 4 LED colors (Blue/Red/Purple/Rose) adjustable gaming mouse, unique
breathing light provides a soothing and calming ambient light. Defaulted backward and forward
buttons, Fast forward and backward when browsing web. Natural curves of the mouse give you the
most comfortable gaming experience ever.
Large Gaming Mouse Pad: Made of superfine fiber cloth surface ensure smooth, allows more
accurate mouse movement. Underside of mouse pad is made of non-slip natural rubber, flexible and
waterproof. Stitched Edges prevent damage and curling. Mouse Pad size: 11.8*9.4 in.
Compatible System: USB wired, no driver need, compatible with Windows10, Windows 8, Windows
7, Windows XP, Mac OS X, Windows XP, Windows Vista; IBM/PC Laptop/PS4/Xbox/Mac OS. We
provide Lifetime â€œFREE Returns & Exchanges and Refund money backâ€• for any quality
problem.Durable Rainbow Gaming Keyboard
104 Keys letter glowing keyboard offers quiet, crisp and precise key pressed, rainbow backlight
penetrates through keycaps and gaps can take you into a true-to-life gaming atmosphere. Perfect
for office work or home gaming.
USB Wired Gaming Mouse
4 Color adjustable gaming mouse with 6 buttons(Forward/Backward/Left click/Right click/Scroll
wheel/DPI), DPI from 1200/1600/2000/2400Ergonomic shape design and nature curves of the
mouse, providing maximum comfort and support, giving most comfortable experience even after
hours of use.
Waterproof Gaming Mouse Pad
Size: 11.8*9.4 inch
Non-slip Rubber Base Intensive slip-resistant overlapping curve bottom surface firmly grips the
desktop to ensure your stable operation of the mouse. Water resistant coating, smooth surface
allows more accurate mouse movement. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code
2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

